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JPoint Mounting Adapter Installation Instructions:
1-inch and 30mm scope-top secondary sight system
Parts Included:
• Upper JPoint mounting adaptor piece
• Lower strap piece
• Two (2) 6-32 x 3/8” button socket cap screws
• Four (4) 6-32 x 1/2” Torx socket head cap screws
• Two (2) adapter piece halves
• T15 Torx wrench

CAUTION: REMOVE MAGAZINE AND VISUALLY CHECK CHAMBER
TO MAKE SURE THAT FIREARM IS UNLOADED.
The two-piece clamp style JPoint mounting adapter can be easily installed and
removed from your scope tube, whether 1-inch or 30mm. For a 1-inch diameter
scope, position one half of the included adapter pieces onto each piece of the JPoint
mount before inserting the scope such that the adapters form a ring that decreases
the mount’s effective diameter to accommodate a 1-inch scope tube.
While this particular mount is relieved on one end to clear a scope ring if it
overhangs, you can mount the adapter anywhere you see fit since eye relief on the
JPoint is not a concern. It can be located forward of the turret or mounted to the side
at a 90º angle if you so desire, though be aware that side mounting would reverse
the elevation/windage adjustments of the JPoint sight. Also, the mount has four
screw holes allowing the mount to be reversed for added versatility.
To accompany this mount, you might need
the JPA-SHIM8 shim pack if extra elevation
is needed to clear a high turret. However, it
is not necessary to elevate the sight
completely above the turret since a sight
picture through the JPoint can still be
achieved if the lens is partially occluded. For
military, law enforcement or any application
that requires extra protection for the sight,
we also make a protective guard wing
assembly (JPA-GUARD, shown at right) that
fits between any JPoint mount and the sight.

JPoint shown mounted forward of turret with
wing guard installed.
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